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Listing 1: Griffin query file representing the constraint of known regulatory interactions of Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2010) model depicted in Fig. 4a in the main text. The query first specifies the list and order of genes in line 2 (the order of the genes is important for defining constraints on network states such as fixed point attractors). Line 6 specifies the list of known interactions. The sign of an interaction is declared using infix notation, -> for positive interactions and -| for negative interactions. At the end of the query there is a list of options, the query asks for the following: a) no ambiguous regulations (line 8), b) any combination of fixed point attractors (line 9), and c) no cyclic attractors (line 10). § ¤ 1 #Name and order of nodes 2 genes= {FUL,FT,AP1,EMF1,LFY,AP2,WUS,AG,TFL1,PI,SEP,AP3,UFO} 3 #Regulations, 4 #see figure 20 of Alvarez-Buylla, et al. (2010) . 5 #Flower development. The Arabidopsis book/American Society of Plant Biologists, 8. 6 known = {AG->AG, AG-|AP1, AG->AP3, AG->PI, AG-|WUS, AP1-|AG, AP1->AP3, AP1-| FUL, AP1->PI, AP1-|TFL1, AP2-|AG, AP3-|AP1, AP3->AP3, AP3->PI, EMF1-|AG, EMF1-|FT, EMF1-|LFY, EMF1->TFL1, FT->AP1, LFY->AG, LFY->AP1, LFY->AP3, LFY-|EMF1, LFY->PI, LFY->SEP, LFY-|TFL1, PI-|AP1, PI->AP3, PI->PI, SEP-> AG, SEP->AP3, SEP->PI, SEP-|WUS, TFL1-|AG, TFL1-|AP1, TFL1-|AP2, TFL1 Listing 2: Griffin query file representing the constraint of known regulatory interactions and known set of ten fixed-point attractors. The set of known fixed-point attractors for the model defined in Fig. 4a in the main text is specified in line 8. The expression profiles are represented as a sequence of ones and zeros following the ordering of the genes specified in line 2. Any additional attractor not in the specified set is to be blocked (line 11) by Griffin using a posteriori refinement (line 14). , we exclude ambiguous regulations (line 10), allow additional attractors (lines 11 and 12 ) and activate the set of hypotheses (line 13). Additionally, we tell Griffin to split the query in multiple queries using the center-radius strategy (lines 15 and 16). In this example the exploration radius is set to 10 (line 17). Listing 4: Griffin query for representing known and hypothetical regulations of the model of Azpeitia et al. (2013) . The eleven genes and their ordering are specified at line 2. In the query there are both known and hypothetical interactions, some of the interactions are of unknown sign (for a depiction of the R-regulations see Fig. 4c in the main text). Line 7 defines four groups of R-regulations (for a full list see Table 1 fixed-points()= {0 ** 00001010,00100001010,˜00000001010,˜01100001010, 0 ** 00010010,00100010010,˜00000010010,˜01100010010,0 ** 01110110,00101110110 ,˜00001110110,˜01101110110,0 ** 0 * 010000,0010 * 010000,˜0000 * 010000, 0110 * 010000,1 ** 10000000,10110000000,˜10010000000,˜11110000000, 1 *** 0010000,101 * 0010000,˜100 * 0010000,˜111 * 0010000,0 ** 01010111,00101010111 ,˜00001010111,˜01101010111} 8 # Options 9 allow.ambiguity = false 10 allow.additional.states = false 11 allow.additional.cycles = false 12 allow.hypotheses = true 13 block.steady.a.posteriori = true 14 divide.query.by.topology = false 15 limit.boolean.networks = 1
Listing 5: Griffin query for representing known and hypothetical regulations of the A. thaliana root model with uncertainty in the set of fixed point attractors. Lines are the same as in Listing 4, with the exception of line 7. It defines a combination of constraints on partially known fixed point attractors and prohibitions to express uncertainty in the value of some of the genes. For a full explanation on the meaning of the fixed point attractor constraints of line 7 see Table S1 . fixed-points()= {0 ** 00001010,00100001010,˜00000001010,˜01100001010, 0 ** 00010010,00100010010,˜00000010010,˜01100010010,0 ** 01110110,00101110110 ,˜00001110110,˜01101110110,0 ** 0 * 010000,0010 * 010000,˜0000 * 010000, 0110 * 010000,1 ** 10000000,10110000000,˜10010000000,˜11110000000, 1 *** 0010000,101 * 0010000,˜100 * 0010000,˜111 * 0010000,0 ** 01010111,00101010111 ,˜00001010111,˜01101010111} 8 # Options 9 allow.ambiguity = false 10 allow.additional.states = false 11 allow.additional.cycles = false 12 allow.hypotheses = true 13 block.steady.a.posteriori = true 14 divide.query.by.topology = false 15 limit.boolean.networks = 1 ¦ ¥ Listing 6: Griffin query for representing known and hypothetical regulations of the modified model of Azpeitia et al. (2013) .
PARTIALLY DEFINED FIXED-POINT ATTRACTORS AND EXPLICIT EXCLUSIONS
This section includes a detailed explanation on the syntax expressing partially defined fixed-point attractors and explicit exclusions for the query given in Listing 6. 272, 336, 522, 528, 530, 592, 599, 630, 1296, 1424, 1552, 1664 and 1680 . Note that optional states are conditioned to certain properties according to the particular combination of constraints expressed. For example, the optional fixed-point attractors at row 13 cannot simultaneously be all missing, at least one of them must be present in the solution. fixed-point attractors in lines 14, 17, 21 and 22 are subjected to the same requirement.
